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Appendix B 

 

Serial Protocol Subroutines – QuickBASIC Version 

 
Throughout much of this manual we’ve made extensive use of the Serial Protocol Subroutines either in 
their GOSUB version or their CALL version. That’s really all that’s required because it’s not necessary 
to understand how they work internally but simply how to invoke them when you need them. However, 
for readers desiring an understanding of the inner workings of serial communications and the Serial 
Protocol Subroutines – this appendix is the place to find that information.  
 
Although understanding serial communications and the internals of the Serial Protocol Subroutines 
certainly isn’t essential to develop and utilize C/MRI programs, having such knowledge does:  
 

• Significantly increase one’s appreciation of how everything works 

• Provide a baseline for porting the serial protocol techniques to languages other than Basic 

• Help with system debugging if problems develop 

• Enhance programming skills by studying how INIT, INPUTS, OUTPUTS, RXBYTE and 
TXPACK subroutines are programmed.  

 
I’ll go into considerable detail explaining serial communication, message formatting and the internals of 
the Serial Protocol Subroutines. My underlying philosophy regarding all C/MRI documentation is that, “I 
would rather it be said that I provide too much detail rather than not enough.” 
 
With the C/MRI, nothing is covered up – everything is out in the open. Thus, please don’t be concerned 
if some of the material in this appendix isn’t thoroughly understood. It’s more important to obtain an 
overview of what the protocol subroutines do rather than understand every detail about how they function 
internally. Invoking the subroutines, as you’ve seen from the numerous application examples, is much 
easier than developing an understanding of how the subroutines function internally.   
 
A major requirement of every serial-based system is providing a protocol to allow sending addresses and 
data in serial order over the same wire bit-by-bit and byte-by-byte. Protocol software accomplishes this 
by forming packets of information, messages, to be transmitted between devices. Special control 
characters are inserted to mark the beginning and end of transmissions and to define which bytes are 
addresses and which are pure data. This may sound complicated, but I have done the hard work for you 
by preparing standardized subroutines to automatically handle all C/MRI serial transmissions.  
 

 

SERIAL PROTOCOL SUBROUTINE USAGE 
 
As seen throughout much of this manual, it’s pretty easy to make use of the Serial Protocol Subroutines. 
For example: 
 

• To initialize a node you simply define a few node parameters followed by the statement GOSUB 
INIT or CALL INIT. The protocol subroutine INIT then does all the required node initialization 
for you, including setting up all the required bytes in the proper order and then transmitting them 
to the specified node. 
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• To transmit data to the output cards on a particular node you simply define the node number (its 
UA address), the number of output ports (NO) and the data that you want to send, followed by 
the statement GOSUB OUTPUTS or CALL OUTPUTS. The protocol subroutine OUTPUTS 
then formats the required message for you, including arranging all the output bytes OB(1), 
OB(2), …… up through OB(NO) and transmits them to the output card ports on the specified 
node. 

 

• To receive data from input cards on a particular node you simply define the node number (its 
address UA), the number of input ports (NI) followed by the statement GOSUB INPUTS, or 
CALL INPUTS. The subroutine INPUTS then polls the designated node to send back its input 
data bytes. As the bytes are received back at the PC, the INPUTS subroutine places them into the 
input byte array elements IB(1), IB(2), …… up through IB(NI).  

 
That’s really all it takes to make use of the Serial Protocol Subroutines. Basically the subroutines do all 
the hard work for you. You simply set up a little data and execute a GOSUB or CALL statement.  
 
 

GENERAL MESSAGE FORMAT 
 
Before we dive into understanding the different subroutines that make up the serial protocol package, it’s 
important to develop an understanding of C/MRI message formatting. Fundamentally, 4 types of 

messages are sent between the PC and the C/MRI interface hardware. These are: initialization, 

transmit-data, poll-request, and receive-data. I'll describe the general message format first, and then 
we'll look at the details of each type. 
 
Each message consists of framing and data. In serial I/O, we use data as a general term for both the I/O 
card addresses and the information being communicated to or from their ports. In serial I/O, addresses 
and information are all just signals sent over the wires. Fig. B-1 depicts a typical serial I/O message, bit 
by binary bit: a Mark in a given bit period represents a logic 1, while a Space represents a logic 0; in each 
byte the LSB (Least Significant Bit) is sent first. 
 
Framing separates one message from another and defines the type of data in each byte. Three standard 

control characters are used in framing the packets: STX for Start-of-TeXt, ETX for End-of-TeXt, and 

DLE for Data-Link-Escape. 
 
To understand the differences in how a serial interface handles control characters versus data, it's 
important to know how alpha characters (letters) are stored in a computer. In computer hardware, the 
memory for example, numbers, letters, and special characters are all stored as binary codes made up of 
ones and zeros. 
 
Fig. B-2 is the American Standard Code for Information Interchange, ASCII. It defines standard 
relationships between bytes of eight-bit binary code and their multiple representations in decimal, 
hexadecimal, and symbolic character notation. Symbolic character notation includes function codes or 
control characters and other character types, including upper and lower case alpha characters, numeric 
characters (numerals) 0 through 9, and special characters, such as punctuation. 
 
ASCII defines function and character codes only for decimal 0 through 127, leaving 128 through 255 
undefined except for the mathematical relationships between binary, decimal, and hexadecimal codes. 
Fig. B-2 is an important reference to keep handy as you do more and more C/MRI application 
programming. You may not have realized it, but we've already been using ASCII codes. 
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Fig. B-2. American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). 
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For example, each time we use the statement NDP$ = “M” the BASIC language interpreter accepts the 
upper case letter M as an ASCII symbol and stores the equivalent binary code 01001101 in the memory 
location for the variable NDP$. With an arithmetic statement such as G = 77, the interpreter would place 
the same 01001101 code in the memory location for variable G. Note that the same binary code can 
represent decimal integers (numbers) and either alpha or control characters. It's up to the program to keep 
track of the correct interpretation for any given application. You'll see how this works as you learn more 
about message formats and protocol subroutines. 
 
Returning to Fig. B-1, each message format begins with two bytes of all ones to synchronize the 

hardware. Next comes an STX to show that the text of the message begins with the next byte. The text is 
a series of bytes with each bit of each byte being sent serially, one bit after another, and each new byte 
following right behind its predecessor. 
 
Because there can be up to 128 nodes within a C/MRI distributed system, each message must include a 
node address defining the node with which the PC is communicating. This node address is always the 
first byte following the STX. Because the only original C/MRI node type was the USIC, this address byte 
became know as the UA byte – standing for USIC Address.  For backward compatibility I’ve retained 
this nomenclature, however, now it would be better called NA for Node Address.  
 
To separate the UA from confusion with any of the control characters, we add an offset of 65 to the UA 
address. This offsetting is essentially transparent to the user since the addition is handled automatically 
within the protocol subroutines and it is subtracted back out automatically within the code internal to the 
MC68701 Microcontroller with the Classic USIC and the PIC16F877 Microcontroller with the SMINI 
and the SUSIC. The only way a user would see the offset UA + 65 value is if the actual transmitted UA 
byte is printed out – like might occur during system debugging.  
 
The byte immediately following the address byte is an alpha character defining the message type (MT) as 
either an “I” for Initialize, “T” for Transmit-data, “P” for Poll-request or “R” for Receive-data. The 
details of the remaining message bytes depend on the message type, and I'll describe them separately. 
 
The DLE, or Data-Link-Escape, character is used when it's necessary to include binary codes in the data 
for decimal numbers 2, 3, and 16, which are the same codes as for control characters STX, ETX, and 
DLE. In the Fig. B-1 example, a decimal 2 is sent by first sending a DLE byte, decimal 16, and following 
that with a byte of 2. An ETX character marks the end of each message. 
 
Table B-1 summarizes the 4 different types of messages sent between the PC and the C/MRI serial 
hardware. The rightmost column is of most interest. It defines the exact series of bytes that are 
transmitted for each message type. Each message packet starts with the same 255, 255, STX, UA +65 
followed by the message type (I, T, P or R). In actuality, every byte sent over the wires is in binary 
format so assuming a UA = 0 the binary stream would be 11111111 for the first 255, 11111111 for the 
second 255, 00000010 for the STX = 2 and 01000001 for the 65.  
 
The transmitted bits for the message type variable, MT, are 01001001 for the “I” message a decimal 73, 
01010100 for the “T” message a decimal 84, 01010000 for the “P” message a decimal 80 and 01010010 
for the “R” message a decimal 82. Every message ends with the End-of-Test, ETX, a binary 00000011 or 
decimal 3. 
 
Understanding the details of Table B-1 is essential to understanding how the PC communicates with 
C/MRI hardware.  
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Table  B-1. Message formats 
 

Message Type 
MT and 

Decimal Equivalent 

Message Function Format of transmitted serial bytes  

Initialization 
“I” 
73 

Used by PC to initialize an 
SMINI, SUSIC or USIC node 

255, 255, STX, UA + 65, “I”, “NDP”, DL high-
order byte, DL low-order byte, NS, CT(1) 
…CT(NS or 6), ETX 

Transmit Data 
 “T” 
84 

Used by PC when sending 
data to an SMINI, SUSIC or 
USIC node to be placed on 
the output cards 

255, 255, STX, UA + 65, “T”, OB(1), OB(2), 
OB(3), OB(4), OB(5), OB(6), ………, OB(NO), 
ETX 

Poll Request 
 “P” 
80 

Used by PC to request that 
SMINI, SUSIC or USIC poll 
the input cards and send the 
input data back to the PC 

255, 255, STX, UA + 65, “P”, ETX 

Receive Data 
 “R” 
82 

Used by an SMINI, SUSIC or 
USIC node when sending 
input data back to be 
received by the PC   

255, 255, STX, UA + 65, “R”, IB(1), IB(2), IB(3), 
IB(4), IB(5), IB(6), ………, IB(NI), ETX  

 
 
The transmitted bytes inserted between the offset address (UA + 65) and the ETX are unique to each type 
of message so let’s take a detailed look at each message type to reveal their content.  
 

Initialization Message “I” 
 

The initialization message is sent by the PC to the C/MRI hardware in order to initialize a node. For 
multi-node systems a separate initialization message is sent to each node and those messages define such 
general items as: 

• What type of a node is being initialized (for example, a USIC or SUSIC with no special features, 
an SUSIC with 32-bit I/O cards or an SMINI) 

• What internal processing delay between bytes is to be used when the C/MRI hardware is sending 
data back to the PC 

 
The remaining definitions vary dependent upon whether the node is a USIC/SUSIC or an SMINI. For a 
USIC or SUSIC the continuing message bytes define: 

• The number of I/O cards involved and how they are arranged within the node 
 
Alternatively, for an SMINI the continuing message bytes define: 

• How many, if any, 2-lead searchlight signals (requiring the SMINI built-in yellow oscillate 
feature) are connected to the SMINI outputs and if connected what are the output pin locations 
for each card. 

 
The initialization message, like every other message ends with an ETX standing for End-of-Text. 
 
In a distributed serial system, every node on the interface receives each message being sent by the PC, 
including of course each initialization message. However the first thing each node does once it sees a 
STX, Start-of-Text, is to check the next byte received (UA address byte offset by 65) and to see if the 
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received value of UA matches the setting on the card’s address DIP switch. If it doesn’t match, the node 
disregards all the following bytes. The only node that continues to process bytes that follow the address 
byte is the node whose address matched. 
 
For the initialization message the next byte following the UA + 65 is the decimal equivalent of an “I”, 
which per Fig. B-2 is 73. This message type parameter is what tells the Microcontroller on the USIC, 
SUSIC and SMINI that the data following is part of an initialization message. 
 
The next byte is the Node Definition Parameter (NDP$) which for transmission to the C/MRI must be the 
decimal equivalent of an “N”, “X” or “M” as defined in Table B-2.  
 

Table B-2. Setting values for Node Definition Parameter (NDP$ and NDP) 
 

Setting and 
Decimal Equivalent 

Function performed 

NDP$ = “N” 
 

NDPD = 78 

Keeping NDP$ defined as an “N” signifies a node with no 
special features. This includes nodes using previous Classic 
USIC cards and nodes using the new SUSIC card with any 
collection of 24-bit I/O cards. Such an “N” node can include 
any grouping of the 24-bit DIN and DOUT cards and/or the 
older COUT24 and CIN24 cards using the 8255s. 

NDP$ = “X” 
 

NDPD = 88 

Changing NDP$ from an “N” to an “X” signifies an SUSIC node 
with eXpanded I/O, that is, an SUSIC node using all 32-bit 
DIN32 and DOUT32 I/O cards. 

NDP$ = “M” 
 

NDPD = 77 
Setting NDP$ to an “M” signifies an SMINI node. 

 
 
There is a subtle but important difference pointed out within Table B-2. When we define the node type 
before executing the GOSUB INIT or the CALL INIT, we define NDP$ as equal to “N”, “X” or “M”. 
However when the Serial Protocol Subroutines send the Node Definition Parameter within the 
initialization message it needs to send the decimal equivalent of NDP$, for which I’ve used the variable 
name NDPD. I simply appended a “D” to denote “decimal equivalent.” 
 
As a side note, the decimal equivalent of the “N” in the NDP byte position in all previous standard 
protocol subroutines always meant Cyclic Redundancy Checking (CRC) disabled, i.e. No CRC checking. 
Now with the 3 different node types, we make use of the different settings for the Node Definition 
Parameter.  
 
The two bytes following the NDPD byte define the USIC transmission delay (DL). This delay is used to 
stretch the time between bytes transmitted from the C/MRI hardware back to the PC. Because DL values 
can easily go over 255, the maximum decimal value we can store in one byte, it's necessary to utilize two 
bytes within the “I” message for sending DL. These two bytes are referred to as the DL high-order byte 
(DLH) and the DL low-order byte (DLL). 
 
For most modern computers DL is maintained at zero. However, if you happen to have a slower machine 
or program, increasing DL can prevent the C/MRI from sending data faster than your computer can 
receive and process it. By using 2 bytes to represent DL we can handle a range of 0 to 65535, calculated 
as (255 x 256) + 255. Because each unit of DL delay is equivalent to 10µS, it’s possible to create delays 
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of up to .65535 seconds (calculated as 65535 x .000010) between I/O bytes being transmitted back to the 
PC. By contrast, using only 1 byte for defining DL would have limited the maximum delay to only 
2.55mS (calculated as 255 x .000010 = .00255S). Just as examples, a DL = 0 yields no added delay 
between transmitted bytes back to the PC while a DL = 6000 adds a delay of 60ms (calculated as 6000 x 
.00001 = .060S). 
 
Directly following the DL transmission is the NS byte. For SUSIC and USIC nodes, the NS variable is 

used to define the Number of card Sets of 4 that are plugged into the node. For SMINI nodes we use the 

variable NS differently; to define the Number of Signals (the 2-lead searchlight signal type) connected 
that require the yellow oscillate feature built into the SMINI. Table B-3 summarizes both applications.   
 

Table B-3. Setting values for variable NS 
 

Type Node Function performed 

SUSIC or 
USIC 

NS is set to the number of card sets of 4 that are 
plugged into the node. To calculate NS, divide the total 
number of I/O cards plugged into the node by 4 and 
round up to the nearest whole number. For example, 
with 45 I/O cards, NS would be set to 12 (calculated as 
45 ÷ 4 which is 11.25 and then rounded up to 12). 

SMINI 
NS is set to the number of 2-lead searchlight signal 
LEDs that are connected to the SMINI requiring the 
yellow oscillate feature (see Chapter 9 for details) 

 
What follows the NS byte are the Card Type, CT( ), array elements. For SUSIC and USIC applications 
there are always NS card type elements, i.e. CT(1), CT(2), ….. up to CT(NS). For SMINI applications 
employing the SMINI’s yellow oscillate feature for 2-lead LED searchlight signals, there are always 6 
card type elements, CT(1), CT(2), ….. up to CT(6), i.e. one for each of the 6 SMINI output ports. For 
SMINI applications without any connected 2-lead LED searchlight signals, there are no transmitted CT( ) 
elements, i.e. the ETX directly follows the NS byte. 
 
How the values for the CT( ) elements are determined for the USIC and SUSIC case is defined back in 
Fig. 12-3 and the associated text. How the values for the CT( ) elements are calculated for the SMINI 
case is defined back in Fig. 9-9 and the associated text. 
 
Referring back to Table B-1, the last byte in the initialization message is the ETX, a decimal 3, just like it 
is for all transmitted messages. 
 
Comparing the string of initialization bytes that’s transmitted (per the rightmost column in Table B-1), 
with the variables we need to define in the user application program prior to node initialization, one can 
generate the question, “How come I need to define the variables COMPORT, BAUD100, NI, NO and 
MAXTRIES prior to my GOSUB INIT or CALL INIT, when these variables are not part of the 
corresponding initialization message sent out to the node?” That’s a good question. 
 
The answer is that the INIT subroutine needs the above parameters as part of its initialization processing 
but those particular parameters are not required by the Microcontrollers on the SMINI, SUSIC and USIC 
for their initialization. For example, COMPORT and BAUD100 are needed only by the PC program to 
set up the required PC serial communications port to the correct baud rate, while the SMINI, SUSIC and 
USIC DIP switches set the baud rate for the hardware. Likewise the Microcontrollers do not require NI 
and NO during their initialization. However, the INIT subroutine uses NI and NO for data consistency 
checking purposes. MAXTRIES, again, is only used within the PC by the Serial Protocol Subroutines. 
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Checking the Initialization Message 
 
Understanding message formatting is crucial to understanding how serial communication works. 
Therefore, if you really want to grasp this material, let’s check to make sure we really understand exactly 
what bytes are transmitted out to the C/MRI hardware during initialization. For this exercise we’ll use the 
same 4-node system defined back in Table 13-1 and the associated text. For convenience the table is 
repeated here as Table B-4.  
 

Table B-4. Example configuration for 4-node distributed system 
 

Node 
Address 

Node Description 

0 SUSIC card with 32-bit I/O cards configured as: OIOI  OOOI  IOXX 

1 USIC (or SUSIC) card with 24-bit I/O cards configured as: OIIO  OIIX 

2 SMINI card without any 2-lead searchlight signals attached 

3 SMINI card with ten 2-lead searchlight signals attached per Chapter 9, Fig. 9-9 

 
For convenience, the corresponding initialization statements we generated back as part of the Fig. 13-2 
program are repeated here as Fig. B-3.  
 
 
  REM**INITIALIZE NODE 0 -- an SUSIC with 32-bit I/O cards 

     UA = 0           ‘Node address set on hardware DIP switch 

     NDP$ = “X”       ‘Node definition parameter signifying 32-bit I/O cards       

     NS = 3           ‘Number of card sets of 4 

     CT(1) = 102      ‘Card set 1 is OIOI 

     CT(2) = 106      ‘Card set 2 is OOOI 

     CT(3) = 9        ‘Card set 3 is IOXX 

     NI = 16          ‘Number of input ports  (4 cards x 4 ports/card) 

     NO = 24          ‘Number of output ports (6 cards x 4 ports/card) 

     CALL INIT        ‘Invoke initialization subroutine for node 0 

 

  REM**INITIALIZE NODE 1 –- an SUSIC (or USIC) with 24-bit I/O cards 

     UA = 1           ‘Node address set on hardware DIP switch 

     NDP$ = “N”       ‘Node definition parameter signifying 24-bit I/O cards 

     NS = 2           ‘Number of card sets of 4 

     CT(1) = 150      ‘Card set 1 is OIIO 

     CT(2) = 22       ‘Card set 2 is OIIX 

     NI = 12          ‘Number of input ports  (4 cards x 3 ports/card) 

     NO = 9           ‘Number of output ports (3 cards x 3 ports/card) 

     CALL INIT        ‘Invoke initialization subroutine for node 1 

 

  REM**INITIALIZE NODE 2 –- an SMINI without 2-lead searchlight signals  

     UA = 2           ‘Node address set on hardware DIP switch 

     NDP$ = “M”       ‘Node definition parameter signifying SMINI 

     NI = 3           ‘Number of SMINI input ports 

     NS = 0           ‘Number of 2-lead searchlight signals needing oscillation 

     NO = 6           ‘Number of SMINI output ports    

     CALL INIT        ‘Invoke initialization subroutine for node 2 

      

  REM**INITIALIZE NODE 3 –- an SMINI with 10 of the 2-lead LED searchlight 

                      ‘signals at locations defined in Chapter 8, Fig. 8-9  

     UA = 3           ‘Node address set on hardware DIP switch 

     NDP$ = “M”       ‘Node definition parameter signifying SMINI 

     NS = 10          ‘Number of 2-lead searchlight signals needing oscillation 

     CT(1) = 255      ‘Card 0 port A has signals at bit positions 11111111 

    

Fig. B-3. Node initialization statements lifted from example in Fig. 13-2 (continued on next page)  
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     CT(2) = 0        ‘Card 0 port B has no signals connected     

     CT(3) = 219      ‘Card 0 port C has signals at bit positions 11011011 

     CT(4) = 0        ‘Card 1 port A has no signals connected 

     CT(5) = 102      ‘Card 1 port B has signals at bit positions 01100110 

     CT(6) = 48       ‘Card 1 port C has signals at bit positions 00110000 

     NI = 3           ‘Number of SMINI input ports   

     NO = 6           ‘Number of SMINI output ports 

     CALL INIT        ‘Invoke initialization subroutine for node 3 

 

Fig. B-3. Node initialization statements lifted from example in Fig. 13-2 (continuation)  
 
The question now is, “By looking at the initialization statements in Fig. B-3 and using the information 
provided in the previous section, mainly Fig. B-2 and Tables B-2, B-3 and B-4 and the associated text, 
can you generate the actual initialization message bytes as sent out to each of the 4 nodes?”  
 
Generating these bytes on your own will help firm up your understanding of how the PC really 
communicates with the C/MRI hardware. Take a piece of scratch paper and go through each set of the 
initialization statements in Fig. B-3 to work up the actual string of bytes sent out to each node. As 
required go back and study the contents of Fig. B-2 and Tables B-2, B-3 and B-4 and the associated text 
until you have derived the transmitted bytes for each node. 
 
Compare your answers to the string of initialization bytes I derived for each of the nodes and as printed 
in Table B-5. If you figured things out correctly you should get the exact same results. If not then the 
discussion that follows should help you reach the same results. 
 

Table B-5. Example transmitted node initialization messages for nodes defined in Fig. 13-2 
 

Node 
number 

Node configuration Transmitted serial bytes for node initialization messages 

0 SUSIC with 32-bit I/O  255 255   2  65  73  88  0  0  3 102 106  9  3  

1 USIC with 24-bit I/O 255 255   2  66  73  78  0  0  2 150 22  3 

2 SMINI w/o signal oscillation 255 255   2  67  73  77  0  0  0  3  

3 SMINI with 10 signals 255 255   2  68  73  77  0  0 10  255  0  219  0 102  048  3 

 
 
First off, note that each message starts out exactly the same with the 2 synchronization bytes of 255 
followed by the Start-of-Text control byte, a STX with a value of 2. Next is the node number (i.e. the 
USIC address UA offset by 65) giving us the values of 65, 66, 67 and 68 corresponding to nodes 0, 1, 2, 
and 3. 
 
Next comes the message type, MT value, which in every case is an “I” ASCII character with the 
corresponding decimal value of 73. Next is the Node Definition Parameter (NDP) value which for SUSIC 
with expanded I/O (i.e. using 32-bit I/O cards) is an “X” with the corresponding decimal value of 88. 
When using 24-bit I/O cards, NDP$ = “N” corresponding to NDP = 78 per the ASCII conversion data 
provided in Fig. B-2. Likewise, for the SMINI nodes, NDP$ = “M” which corresponds to the decimal 
byte of 77. 
 
The next two bytes transmitted (DL high-order byte and low-order byte) are 0 and 0 corresponding to the 
DL value of 0. Following DL are the value of NS and the CT(  ) array elements followed by the ETX, a 
decimal 3. 
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Note that for the SUSIC and USIC nodes the number of CT(  ) elements exactly matches the value of NS. 
That is, there is a CT(  ) element for each set of 4 I/O cards. 
 
Note that the SMINI node without any 2-lead LED searchlight signals has an NS value of 0 and no 
following CT(  ) elements. By contrast the SMINI with the 10 signals has an NS value of 10 followed by 
6 CT(  ) elements, one for each of the SMINI’s 6 output ports. 
 

Data-Link-Escape (DLE) Processing 
 
It just happens that the data picked for the examples in Table B-5 doesn’t involve any DLE processing. 
By this I mean that none of the pure data bytes, for example NS and the CT( ) array elements, happen to 
be the same as one of the control characters (i.e. a 2 for STX, 3 for ETX and 16 for DLE). 
 
To illustrate the impact of DLE processing, let’s just assume for a minute that the last card set in node 0 
was changed from IOXX to OXXX. The corresponding changes in the node 0 initialization statements 
are indicated in Fig. B-4; namely changing CT(3) = 9 to CT(3) = 2 and NI = 16 to NI = 12. 
 
 
  REM**INITIALIZE NODE 0 -- an SUSIC with 32-bit I/O cards 

     UA = 0           ‘Node address set on hardware DIP switch 

     NDP$ = “X”       ‘Node definition parameter signifying 32-bit I/O cards       

     NS = 3           ‘Number of card sets of 4 

     CT(1) = 102      ‘Card set 1 is OIOI 

     CT(2) = 106      ‘Card set 2 is OOOI 

     CT(3) = 2        ‘Card set 3 is OXXX 

     NI = 12          ‘Number of input ports  (3 cards x 4 ports/card) 

     NO = 24          ‘Number of output ports (6 cards x 4 ports/card) 

     CALL INIT        ‘Invoke initialization subroutine for node 0 

 

Fig. B-4. Modified node 0 card configuration to illustrate DLE processing 
 
 
The corresponding initialization bytes that would now be sent out to the C/MRI hardware are: 
 

255  255   2   65   73   88   0   0   3  102  106  16   2   3 

 
Comparing the above with the upper-right entries in Table B-5, it’s noted that the CT(3) byte that equaled 
9 has been replaced by two bytes; a 16 and a 2. This is DLE processing. When the Serial Protocol 
Subroutines detect that the application program wants to send a pure data byte that is numerically equal 
to a control character byte (a 2, 3 or 16), the protocol inserts a Data-Link-Escape character (i.e. a DLE = 
16) in front of the actual data byte. This tells the receiving device, in this case the microcontroller within 
the SUSIC, that the received value of 2 is a pure data byte and not a control character. Basically anytime 
the receiving device is expecting pure data bytes and it encounters a 16, it ignores the 16 and accepts the 
next byte as being a pure data byte and not a control character. 
 
You might ask the question, “What if the data byte is a 16?” The same process works. The Software 
Protocol Subroutines automatically inserts a 16 ahead of the 16. The microcontroler on the SUSIC sees 
the first 16 which tells it to accept the second 16 as pure data and not a control character.  
 
Now for completeness, let’s assume that the pure data consisted of a 16 followed by a 16. For this case 
the Software Protocol Subroutines within the PC would send out 4 values of 16 in a row. The SUSIC 
would receive the first 16 as a DLE, accept the next 16 as pure data, read the next 16 as a DLE and 
accept the next 16 as pure data. By golly it does work! 
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The Software Protocol Subroutines within the PC invokes DLE processing when sending data to the 
C/MRI hardware. In exactly the same manner, the C/MRI hardware invokes DLE processing when 
sending data back to the PC. The neat part about DLE processing is that all this extra processing is 
completely transparent to the C/MRI user. The only time it would be seen is if you activate optional 
debug-type print statements within the Serial Protocol Subroutines. Such statements can be used to print 
out the bytes being transmitted from the PC to the C/MRI hardware and from the C/MRI hardware to the 
PC. 
 
The above completes our discussion of the initialization message formatting. It’s the most difficult to 
explain and understand, so now we get to move on to the easy ones.  
 
 

Transmit-Data Message “T” 
 

To understand the format of the Transmit-Data message we need to take another look at Table B-1. As 
shown, the first 4 bytes of the “T” message are identical to those in the “I” message; namely, 255, 255, 
STX and UA + 65. The byte immediately following the offset address is a "T" which equates, per our 
ASCII definitions, to a decimal 84. When the C/MRI hardware detects a message type equal to 84 it 
accepts all the following bytes up to the ETX as being the output bytes OB(1), OB(2)…. up through 
OB(NO) where the variable NO is the number of output bytes within the node. The first byte corresponds 
to port A of the first output card, followed by ports B, ports C and so forth up to the last port on the last 
output card.  
 
Just like with the Initialization message, DLE processing, as described above is used in the output byte 
data transmission to allow transmission of binary code equivalents of the control characters. Once all the 
output bytes are transmitted the “T” message is terminated by transmitting an ETX, equivalent to a 
decimal 3. 
 
The actual bytes transmitted by a typical “T” message, for say a node number 9, would look like: 255  
255  2  74  84  • • • • • • 3 where the dots represent the values inserted for the actual output bytes plus 
possible DLE insertions.  
 
 

Poll-Request Message “P” 
 
Two messages are needed for the computer to receive data. First the computer sends a Poll-Request or 
"P" message to tell the C/MRI to read the state of the input card input lines, referred to as polling the 
inputs and then send the input data back to the PC. The format of the “P” message (from Table B-1) is 
the simplest of all; 255, 255, STX, UA + 65, “P” and ETX. Assuming a node address of say 14, the 
actual bytes transmitted to the C/MRI for polling would be  255  255  2  79  80  3.  
 
 

Receive-Data Message “R”  
 

As soon as the microcontroller on the SMINI, SUSIC or USIC detects a message type as decimal 80, 
denoting it’s a Poll-Request; the input ports are all read and placed into the Receive-Data message format 
to be transmitted back to the PC, i.e. received by the PC. Looking at Table B-1, the format of the “R” 
message is exactly the same as for the “T” message except that the “T” is replaced by an “R” (with its 
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decimal equivalent being 82) and the input bytes IB(1), IB(2), IB(3) …. up through IB(NI) follow the “R” 
which is then followed by the ETX.  
 
Just like with the Transmit-Data message, DLE processing is used in the input byte data transmission to 
allow transmission of binary code equivalents of the control characters. The bytes actually transmitted by 
a typical “R” message for say a node number 31 would look like: 255  255  2  96  82  • • • • • • 3 where 
the dots represent the values inserted for the actual input bytes plus possible DLE insertions. If you are 
still with me, then you must be determined to understand the details of serial communications. We’ve 
made great progress together and we’re now ready to actually look inside the Serial Protocol Subroutines.   
 
 

SERIAL PROTOCOL SUBROUTINES – QuickBASIC CALL VERSION 
 
The standard Serial Protocol Subroutine package consists of 5 separate subroutines with the basic 
functions defined in Table B-6. 
  
 

Table B-6. Standard Serial Protocol Subroutines 
 

Subroutine Function 

INIT Invoked by application program to initialize node 

INPUTS  
Invoked by application program to read input bytes IB(1) up through IB(NI) from the 
interface hardware, where NI = number of input ports contained within node 

OUTPUTS 
Invoked by application program to write output bytes OB(1) up through OB(NO) to 
the interface hardware, where NO = number of output ports contained within node 

RXBYTE 
Used by INPUTS to read a single input byte (INBYTE) from the PC’s receive buffer 
as received from the interface hardware 

TXPACK 
Used by INIT, INPUTS and OUTPUTS to formulate and transmit a complete data 
packet (a message) from the PC to the interface hardware 

 
 
The three subroutines INIT, INPUTS and OUTPUTS are invoked by the user while RXBYTE  and 
TXPACK, frequently referred to as utility subroutines, are invoked by INIT, INPUTS and OUTPUTS 
and thereby typically invisible to the user. 
 
The Serial Protocol Subroutines are "ready-to-use" and essentially application-independent and I'll cover 
their content to give you a good understanding of how they work. By using Microsoft QuickBASIC and 
avoiding exotic codes, most of it should work on any computer with little, if any, change. This particular 
code is tailored to the IBM PC, XT, 286, 386, 486 and Pentium family of computers. If your machine 
isn’t one of these, you’ll likely need to change a few computer-dependent statements to fit your 
computer. 
 
I’ll use the CALL version, available on disk as file SPSQBC.BAS, but it is almost identical to the 
GOSUB version provided as file SPSQBG.BAS. Both these versions are written in Microsoft 
QuickBASIC but again I’ve used pretty straightforward coding to make translation to different languages 
as easy as possible. A CALL version of the Serial Protocol Subroutines is also available in Visual Basic, 
using MSComm for communication, as file SPSVBM.BAS. See Appendix C for details. 
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As we work our way through the program listings, you can refer to Table B-7 as a handy reminder of the 
programming acronyms, variables, being used.  
 
 

Table B-7. Programming acronyms used within the Serial Protocol Subroutines – QuickBASIC Version  
 

Symbol Variable Description 

UA USIC node address (range 0 to 127)  

COMPORT 
Computer's COM port being used for your C/MRI (set for your computer’s 
configuration = 1, 2, 3 or 4) 

BAUD100      
Baud rate divided by 100 that must correspond to the setting on the baud rate 
dip switch on USIC, SUSIC or SMINI 

NDP$ 

Node definition parameter set to: 
        “N” when using 24-bit I/O cards with USIC or SUSIC 
        “X” when using 32-bit I/O cards with SUSIC 
        “M” when using SMINI 

NDPD Node definition parameter decimal equivalent of NDP$ 

DL 
USIC transmission delay between bytes being sent back to the PC from the 
USIC, SUSIC and SMINI. (Adjust to different values, but approaching 0, as 
required for your computer; see applications instructions) 

NS 

For USIC and SUSIC: Set to the number of card sets of 4 that are plugged into 
the node. To calculate NS, divide the total number of I/O cards plugged into the 
node by 4 and round up to the nearest whole number. For example with 13 I/O 
cards, NS would be 4 (calculated as 13 ÷ 4 or 3.25, rounded up to 4). 
For SMINI: Set to number of 2-lead LED searchlight signals that need yellow 
aspect oscillation. Equals 0 if no such signals connected. 

NI 
Number of input ports (set to 3 times number of 24-bit input cards or 4 times 
number of 32-bit input cards). NI = 3 for SMINI. 

NO 
Number of output ports (set to 3 times number of 24-bit output cards or 4 times 
number of 32-bit output cards). NO = 6 for SMINI  

CT(  ) 

For USIC and SUSIC: Card type array used to define which card slots (card 
addresses) are occupied by input cards and which are occupied by output 
cards. The number of defined CT( ) array elements must equal the value of NS. 
For SMINI: Card type array used to define bit positions within each card 
position where 2-lead LED searchlight signals are connected. Not used for 
SMINI applications w/o 2-lead searchlight signals.   

IB(  ) 
Array used to store the input data bytes read in from the USIC, SUSIC and 
SMINI node’s input ports. Must be dimensioned to NI or greater. 

OB(  )   
Array used to store the output data bytes to be sent to the USIC, SUSIC and 
SMINI node’s output ports. Must be dimensioned to NO or greater. 

TB( ) 
Transmit byte buffer used internally by the Serial Protocol Subroutines to store 
the complete message packet of bytes to be sent to the USIC, SUSIC or SMINI. 
Must be dimensioned to (NO + 6) or greater. 

MAXTRIES 
Maximum number of times the Serial Protocol Subroutine loops waiting for an 
input byte before it aborts reading inputs. 

INBYTE Input byte read in by RXBYTE subroutine 

ABORTIN Flag set to 1 when RXBYTE aborts reading inputs, otherwise = 0 

INTRIES Number of input tries counter 

INITERR 
Initialization error flag set to 1 when INIT detects an error in initialization data, 
otherwise = 0 

PA Port address for PC’s serial communications port (see Table B-8) 

MT Message type set by Serial Protocol Subroutines (see Table B-1) 

LM Length of message used by INIT, OUTPUTS and TXPACK subroutines 

TP  
A software pointer, used as a subscript within the transmit buffer to point to the 
specific byte number to be transmitted. 

 
 
Most of the remainder of this appendix is devoted to working our way through all 5 Serial Protocol 
Subroutines. 
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Initialization Subroutine – INIT 
 
The initialization subroutine is invoked each time a user needs to initialize a C/MRI node. Fig. B-5 shows 
a listing of the INIT subroutine. It is also provided on disk as part of file SPSQBC.BAS. 
 
DEFINT A-Z 

SUB INIT 

  REM*************************************************** 

  REM********SERIAL PROTOCOL SUBROUTINES**************** 

  REM*************QB4.5 CALL VERSION******************** 

  REM     SPSQBC01.BAS    DATED: JUNE 30, 2003         ** 

  REM (Enhanced version for use with QuickBASIC V4.5) ** 

  REM    FOR USIC, SUSIC AND SMINI APPLICATIONS       ** 

  REM*************************************************** 

  REM**EACH SPS PACKAGE CONTAINS 5 SEPARATE SUBROUTINES DEFINED AS: 

     '1) INIT    -- Invoked by application program to initialize node 

     '2) INPUTS  -- Invoked by application program to read input bytes... 

                     '...IB(1) up through IB(NI) from the interface hardware 

                     'where NI = number of input ports contaned within node 

     '3) OUTPUTS -- Invoked by application program to write output bytes... 

                     '...OB(1) up through OB(NO) to the interface hardware 

                     'where NO = number of output ports contained within node 

     '4) RXBYTE  -- Used by INPUTS to read an input byte (INBYTE) into... 

                     '...the PC receive buffer from the interface hardware 

     '5) TXPACK  -- Used by INIT, INPUTS and OUTPUTS to formulate and... 

                     '...transmit data packet from PC to interface hardware 

 

  REM********************************************** 

  REM**                ***INIT***                ** 

  REM**************QB4.5 CALL VERSION************** 

  REM**     SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE NODE        ** 

  REM** for use with USIC, SUSIC and SMINI nodes ** 

  REM********************************************** 

 

    '**NOTE: This subroutine must be executed correctly prior to... 

    '        ...invoking INPUTS and OUTPUTS subroutines 

    ' Following parameters must be defined in the application... 

    '           ...program prior to invoking INIT: 

    '       UA       = USIC address (range 0 to 127) unless using... 

    '                ... Classic USIC with 68701 then range is 0 to 15 

    '       COMPORT  = PC COM port = 1, 2, 3 or 4 

    '       BAUD100  = PC baud rate divided by 100 

    '       DL       = USIC transmission delay 

    '       NDP$     = Node definition parameter = "M", "N" or "X" 

    '       NI       = Number of input ports contained within node 

    '       NO       = Number of output ports contained within node 

    '       MAXTRIES = Maximum number of PC tries to read input... 

    '                  ...bytes prior to PC aborting inputs 

    'For SMINI applications: 

    '       NS       = Number of 2-lead searchlight signals... 

    '                  ...requiring yellow oscillation feature 

    'Only for SMINI case when NS > 0 i.e. signals are present 

    '       CT(1) through CT(6) = Card type definition elements... 

    '             ...defining signal bit locations within each... 

    '             ...of the SMINI's 6 output ports     

    'For SUSIC and USIC applications: 

    '       NS       = Number of I/O card sets of 4 

    '       CT(1) through CT(NS) = Card type definition elements... 

    '             ...defining the card type arrangement within... 

    '             ...each set of 4 cards 

 

Fig. B-5. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of INIT subroutine (continues on next page) 
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   REM**BEGIN INITIALIZATION OF USIC, SUSIC OR SMINI 

   REM**Initialize intries counter and initialization error flag 

      INTRIES = 0     'Initialize INTRIES counter to zero 

      INITERR = 0     'Initialize error flag to zero   

 

   REM**CHECK FOR VALID RANGE OF USIC ADDRESS 

        'NOTE: Range 0 - 15 is not checked for Classic USIC with 68701 

      IF UA > 127 THEN 

         PRINT "**ERROR** UA = "; UA; " Out of range 0 to 127" 

         INITERR = 1 

      END IF 

 

   REM**CHECK FOR VALID NUMBER FOR PC COM PORT (COM1 THRU COM4)... 

        '...and if valid number, assign Port Address 

      IF COMPORT = 1 THEN PA = 1016: GOTO COMOK 

      IF COMPORT = 2 THEN PA = 760: GOTO COMOK 

      IF COMPORT = 3 THEN PA = 1000: GOTO COMOK 

      IF COMPORT = 4 THEN PA = 744: GOTO COMOK 

      PRINT "**ERROR** COMPORT = "; COMPORT; " MUST = 1, 2, 3 OR 4" 

      INITERR = 1 

COMOK: 

                                        

   REM**CHECK FOR VALID BAUD RATE AND IF VALID SET LOWER ORDER BAUD LATCH 

      IF BAUD100 = 96 THEN BAUDLS = 12: GOTO BAUDOK 

      IF BAUD100 = 192 THEN BAUDLS = 6: GOTO BAUDOK 

      IF BAUD100 = 288 THEN BAUDLS = 4: GOTO BAUDOK 

      IF BAUD100 = 576 THEN BAUDLS = 2: GOTO BAUDOK 

      IF BAUD100 = 1152 THEN BAUDLS = 1: GOTO BAUDOK 

      PRINT "**ERROR** BAUD100 = "; BAUD100 

      PRINT "Valid BAUD100 values are 96, 192, 228, 576 and 1152" 

      INITERR = 1 

BAUDOK: 

 

   REM**CHECK FOR VALID NODE DEFINITION PARAMETER AND BRANCH ACCORDINGLY 

      IF NDP$ = "M" THEN GOTO CHKMINI 

      IF NDP$ = "N" THEN GOTO CHKMAXI 

      IF NDP$ = "X" THEN GOTO CHKMAXI 

      PRINT "***ERROR*** NDP$ = "; NDP$; " must be set to M, N, OR X " 

      PRINT "****INITIALIZATION TERMINATED DUE TO INVALID NDP$****" 

      INITERR = 1 

      GOTO INITRET 

 

CHKMINI: 

   REM*************BEGIN SMINI SPECIFIC PARAMETER CHECKING************ 

   REM**CHECK FOR VALID NI, NO AND NS USING SMINI 

      IF NI <> 3 THEN 

        PRINT "INVALID NI = "; NI; "MUST BE NI = 3 FOR SMINI" 

        INITERR = 1 

      END IF 

 

      IF NO <> 6 THEN 

        PRINT "INVALID NO = "; NO; "MUST BE NO = 6 FOR SMINI" 

        INITERR = 1 

      END IF 

       

      IF NS = 0 THEN GOTO INCHKCMP   'No signals so branch to initialization... 

                                     '...checking complete 

 

        

Fig. B-5. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of INIT subroutine (continues on next page)   
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   REM**SMINI HAS 2-LEAD OSCILLATING SIGNAL SO CHECK IF NS IN RANGE 

      IF NS > 24 THEN 

        PRINT "**ERROR** NS = "; NS; " OUT OF RANGE 0 TO 24 FOR SMINI" 

        INITERR = 1 

      END IF 

 

   REM**CHECK FOR VALID CT ARRAY ELEMENTS WHILE COUNTING SIGNALS TO EQUAL NS 

      NSCNT = 0        'Initialize signal count to zero 

      FOR I = 1 TO 6   'Loop through 6 SMINI CT elements 

         IF CT(I) = 0 THEN GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 3 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 1: GOTO NEXTCT          

         IF CT(I) = 6 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 1: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 12 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 1: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 24 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 1: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 48 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 1: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 96 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 1: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 192 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 1: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 15 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 27 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 51 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 99 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 195 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 30 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 54 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 102 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 198 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 60 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 108 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 204 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 120 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 216 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 240 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 2: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 63 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 123 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 243 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 111 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 207 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 219 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 126 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 222 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 246 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 252 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 3: GOTO NEXTCT 

         IF CT(I) = 255 THEN NSCNT = NSCNT + 4: GOTO NEXTCT 

         PRINT "**ERROR** INVALID CT("; I; ") = "; CT(I); " FOR SMINI" 

         INITERR = 1 

NEXTCT: 

       NEXT I 

 

       IF NSCNT <> NS THEN 

          PRINT "**ERROR** SIGNAL COUNT FROM CTs <> NS FOR SMINI" 

          INITERR = 1 

    END IF             

    GOTO INCHKCMP   'Proceed to initialization checking 

 

   REM*************BEGIN SUSIC SPECIFIC PARAMETER CHECKING************ 

   REM**CHECK FOR VALID NS AND CTs USING USIC AND SUSIC 

CHKMAXI: 

      IF NS = 0 OR NS > 16 THEN        

         PRINT "**ERROR** NS ="; NS; " OUT OF RANGE 1 TO 16 FOR SUSIC NODE" 

         INITERR = 1 

      END IF 

 

Fig. B-5. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of INIT subroutine (continues on next page)  
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     NICT = 0: NOCT = 0    'Initialize I/O type card counters to zero 

 

   REM**GO THROUGH CT ELEMENT TO CHECK IF VALID AND COUNT I/O CARDS 

      FOR I = 1 TO NS 

         IF I = NS THEN  'Note: These CT( ) elements valid only for last card set 

           IF CT(I) = 2 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 1 THEN NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 10 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 6 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 9 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 5 THEN NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 42 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 3: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 26 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 38 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 22 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 41 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 25 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 37 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

           IF CT(I) = 21 THEN NICT = NICT + 3: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         END IF 

         IF CT(I) = 170 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 4: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 106 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 3: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 154 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 3: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 90 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 166 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 3: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 102 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 150 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 86 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 3: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 169 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 3: NICT = NICT + 1: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 105 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 153 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 89 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 3: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 165 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 2: NICT = NICT + 2: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 101 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 3: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 149 THEN NOCT = NOCT + 1: NICT = NICT + 3: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         IF CT(I) = 85 THEN NICT = NICT + 4: GOTO NEXTCTU 

         PRINT " **ERROR**INVALID CT("; I; ") = "; CT(I); " OR CT POSITIONING" 

NEXTCTU: 

      NEXT I 

 

   REM**CONVERT I/O CARD COUNTS TO PORT COUNTS 

      IF NDP$ = "N" THEN NOCT = NOCT * 3: NICT = NICT * 3 

      IF NDP$ = "X" THEN NOCT = NOCT * 4: NICT = NICT * 4 

        

   REM**CHECK IF PORT COUNTS EQUAL NUMBER OF PORTS INPUTTED 

      IF NOCT <> NO THEN 

        PRINT "**ERROR**NUMBER OF OUTPUT PORTS COUNTED IN CT NOT EQUAL TO NO" 

        INTERR = 1 

      END IF 

 
      IF NICT <> NI THEN 

        PRINT "**ERROR**NUMBER OF INPUT PORTS COUNTED IN CT NOT EQUAL TO NI" 

        INTERR = 1 

      END IF 

  
INCHKCMP: 

   REM*********INITIALIZATION PARAMETER CHECKING IS COMPLETE********** 

   REM**SET UP UART IN PC 

      OUT PA + 3, 128       'Turn on bit 7 of UART's line control... 

                            '...register (LCR) to access baud rate 

 

Fig. B-5. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of INIT subroutine (continues on next page) 
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      OUT PA, BAUDLS        'Set LS latch for desired baud rate 

      OUT PA + 1, 0         'Set MS latch = 0 for all in use baud rates       

      OUT PA + 3, 7         'Set up UART for 8 data bits and 2 stop bits 

 
                            'Note: including the 2 stop bits is... 

                            '...recommended especially at the higher... 

                            '...baud rates of 57600 and 115200. However...  

                            '...if you are only using baud rates of... 

                            '...28800 and below you can replace the above... 

                            '...line with the following line providing 1... 

                            '...stop bit that will speed up response a bit. 

 

     'OUT PA + 3, 3         'Optional, set up UART for 8 data bits... 

                            '...and 1 stop bit 

 

  REM**DEFINE INITIALIZATION MESSAGE PARAMETERS 

     MT = ASC("I")               'Define message type = "I" (decimal 73) 

     OB(1) = ASC(NDP$)           'Define node definition parameter 

     OB(2) = INT(DL / 256)       'Set USIC delay high-order byte 

     OB(3) = DL - (OB(2) * 256)  'Set USIC delay low-order byte 

     OB(4) = NS                  'Define number of card sets of 4 for... 

                                 'USIC and SUSIC cases and the... 

                                 '...number of 2-lead yellow aspect... 

                                 '...oscillating signals for the SMINI. 

     LM = 4  'Initialize length of message to start of loading CT elements 

 

  REM**CHECK TYPE OF NODE TO CONTINUE SPECIFIC INITIALIZATION 

     IF NDP$ = "M" THEN GOTO INITSMINI  'SMINI node so branch accordingly 

 

INITUSIC: 

  REM**SUSIC-NODE (either "N" or "X") SO LOAD CT( ) ARRAY ELEMENTS 

     FOR I = 1 TO NS     'Loop through number of card sets... 

        LM = LM + 1      '...accumulating message length while... 

        OB(LM) = CT(I)   '...loading card type definition CT... 

     NEXT I              '...array elements into output byte array 

     GOTO TXMSG  'CT( )s complete so branch to transmit initialization... 

                 '...message to interface 

INITSMINI: 

  REM**SMINI-NODE ("M") SO CHECK IF REQUIRES 2-LEAD OSCILLATION... 

                   '...SEARCHLIGHT SIGNALS 

     IF NS = 0 THEN GOTO TXMSG 'No signals so hold message length at... 

                               '...LM = 4 and branch to transmit packet 

                                      

  REM**SMINI CASE WITH SIGNALS (NS > 0) SO LOOP THROUGH TO LOAD... 

     FOR I = 1 TO 6       '...signal location CT array elements... 

        LM = LM + 1       '...into output byte array while... 

        OB(LM) = CT(I)    '...accumulating message length 

     NEXT I 

 

  REM**FORM INITIALIZATION PACKET AND TRANSMIT TO INTERFACE 

TXMSG: CALL TXPACK      'Invoke transmit packet subroutine   

              

REM**COMPLETED USE OF OUTPUT BYTE ARRAY SO CLEAR IT BEFORE EXIT SUBROUTINE 

     FOR I = 1 TO NO: OB(I) = 0: NEXT I 

INITRET:        'Return to application program  

END SUB 

 

 

Fig. B-5. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of INIT subroutine (continuation)  
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Comparing the INIT program listing in Fig. B-5 with previously published Serial Protocol Subroutines, 
such as the initialization section of Fig. 8-5 included in all C/MRI User’s Manuals prior to V3.0, you find 
very significant differences. For one, the sheer growth in program size stands out. The earlier example 
contains 17 lines of code in the initialization section while Fig. B-5 contains 262 lines! Both counts 
include REMarks. Why the big growth? 
 
Fundamentally, the Serial Protocol Subroutines released with the V3.0 manual provide 4 significant 
enhancements: 
 

1. Much improved self-documentation. For example 68 of the 245 added lines are pure 
documentation statements and many of the executable statements now include added 
documentation after the apostrophe.  

 
2. The INIT module is now made general purpose to be able to handle nodes containing a USIC 

with 24-bit I/O cards, an SUSIC with 24-bit I/O cards, an SUSIC with 32-bit I/O cards, an SMINI 
without using the yellow oscillate feature and an SMINI using the yellow oscillate feature. 

 
3. Extensive input data parameter checking is included to help ensure that all initialization inputs 

are valid inputs and that the various inputs are compatible with each other. This includes 
checking that USIC/SUSIC CT( ) array inputs are valid and that the corresponding number of 
input and output ports represented match the inputs for NI and NO. Checks are also included for 
UA and NS being within range and that NDP$ is “N”, “X” or “M.” Also for the SMINI yellow 
oscillate case, checking includes making sure that the defined signal locations are valid and that 
the number of correctly paired bits equates to the number of signals defined by the NS variable.  

 
4. Extensive error message printout is added to help pinpoint the specific type of error(s) 

encountered. If errors occur, this added printout should enable much faster corrective action.  
 
Let’s walk our way through the enhanced INIT subroutine listing in Fig. B-5. The first 2 executable 
statements simply initialize a variable (INTRIES) used to count the number of input tries before the 
RXBYTE subroutine aborts reading inputs and the initialization error detection flag (INITERR) to 0. The 
next 2.5 pages of coding are dedicated to validity checking of initialization input data. This involves a 
rather large number of statements but in actuality each statement is pretty easy to understand. 
 
For example, the first check determines if the USIC address (UA) is within the range 0 through 127. If 
not then an error message is printed plus the INITERR error flag is set to 1. The next check is for a valid 
COMPORT number 1, 2, 3 or 4.  
 
The IBM compatible PC, XT, AT or 286, 386, 486, and Pentiums support four serial ports known as 
COM1 through COM4, although frequently only COM1 and COM2 or COM1 and COM3 are installed as 
part of the original computer configuration. In these cases missing ports can sometimes be added by 
installing an expansion card. The corresponding PA (Port starting Address) constants needed to address 
each of the PC’s four COM ports within the INIT subroutine are defined in Table B-8. 
 
Four IF-THEN statements are used to check for a valid COMPORT entry. When a valid entry is 
determined, the PCs serial Port Address (PA) is set to the value specified in Table B-8. If the program 
falls through all 4 IF-THEN statements then the initialization value entered for COMPORT is invalid so 
an error message is printed and INITERR is set equal to 1.  
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Table B-8. COM port pddresses for PC up through Pentium computers 

 
Port 

Configuration 
Hexadecimal 

Address Range 
Decimal Port Starting 
Address (PA Value) 

COM1 3F8-3FF 1016 

COM2 2F8-2FF 760 

COM3 3E8-3EF 1000 

COM4 2E8-2EF 744 

 
 
Checking baud rate is next. Each time the program determines a valid entry for BAUD100 (baud rate 
divided by 100) it sets up the required latch values for the PCs UART. Fig. B-6 defines the required 
BAUDMS and BAUDLS latch values for different baud rates. 
 
 

Baud Rate BAUDMS BAUDLS 
150 3 0 
300 1 128 
600 0 192 

1200 0 96 
 2400 0 48 
4800 0 24 
9600 0 12 

19200 0 6 
28800 0 4 
57600 0 2 

115200 0 1 

 

Fig. B-6. Software baud rate settings 

 
 
The Classic USIC makes use of the 150 to 19200 range while the SUSIC and SMINI make use of the 
9600 to 115200 range. Because values below 9600 are rarely used with today’s computers and they are 
not settable with the SUSIC and SMINI. I’ve limited the new version of the Serial Protocol Subroutines 
to the 9600 to 115200 range. It should be pointed out though, that many PCs do not support the higher 
baud rates like 57600 and 115200. That’s not much of a limitation, however, because most C/MRI setups 
achieve very adequate response time using the 9600 to 28800 range. 
 
Five IF-THEN statements are used to check for a valid BAUD100 entry. Then when a valid entry is 
determined the PCs BAUDLS latch is set to the value specified in Fig. B-6 (note: the BAUDMS latch is 
always 0 for the specified baud rate range 9600 to 115200).  If the program falls through all 5 IF-THEN 
statements then the initialization value entered for BAUD100 is determined invalid so an error message 
is printed and INITERR is set equal to 1.  
 
The next check is for valid Node Definition Parameter (NDP$). Three IF-THEN statements are used to 
check for “M”, “N” and “X.”  If NDP$ is found equal to “M”, the program branches to specific code for 
checking MINI-Node parameters. If NDP$ is found equal to “N” or “X” the program branches to specific 
code for checking MAXI-Node parameters. If NDP$ is found not equal to “M”, “N” and “X” the program 
falls through all 3 IF-THEN statements to print out the error message, set INITERR = 1 and in this case 
terminate the initialization process by branching to exit the INIT subroutine. 
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Unique SMINI Initialization Data Checking. The next section of code, beginning at the label 
CHKMINI, begins the specific parameter checking for SMINI nodes. The first 2 checks make sure that 
NI = 3 and NO = 6. If not then error messages are printed and INITERR is set equal to 1. Then for the 
case where NS = 0, there is no further checking required so the program branches to INCHKCMP, 
standing for initialization checking complete. 
 
For the case where NS is not equal to 0, then 2-lead oscillation required signals are assumed present so 
the program checks for NS being within the range 1 to 24. This is accomplished with a simple NS greater 
than 24 test because the NS = 0 case has already been handled. IF NS is greater than 24 an error message 
is printed and INITERR is set equal to 1. 
 
With NS within the range 1 to 24, it’s time to check for valid CT( ) definitions defining signal placement 
connections. Each 2-lead LED requires 2 adjacent SMINI output pin connections and Table B-9 
illustrates all the different possible hookup combinations.  
 

Table B-9. Combinations of 2-lead signal hookup in an 8-bit port 
 

No. of 
Signals 
in Port 

Signal Bit 
Locations 
(Binary) 

Decimal 
Value of 

CT( ) 

No. of 
Signals 
in Port 

Signal Bit 
Locations 
(Binary) 

Decimal 
Value of 

CT( ) 

0 00000000 0 2 00111100 60 

1 00000011 3 2 01101100 108 

1 00000110 6 2 11001100 204 

1 00001100 12 2 01111000 120 

1 00011000 24 2 11011000 216 

1 00110000 48 2 11110000 240 

1 01100000 96 3 00111111 63 

1 11000000 192 3 01111011 123 

2 00001111 15 3 11110011 243 

2 00011011 27 3 01101111 111 

2 00110011 51 3 11001111 207 

2 01100011 99 3 11011011 219 

2 11000011 195 3 01111110 126 

2 00011110 30 3 11011110 222 

2 00110110 54 3 11110110 246 

2 01100110 102 3 11111100 252 

2 11000110 198 4 11111111 255 

 
For example with only 1 signal connected, there are 7 possible hookup combinations starting with the 
signal connected to the two lowest-order bit positions represented by 00000011 and then shifting the 
hookups one bit position to the left, up to using the 2 highest-order bits represented by 11000000. 
 
The remainder of the table defines the other possible combinations for 2 through 4 signals per port. The 
decimal equivalent of each of the bit combination corresponds to the CT( ) element values calculated by 
following the procedure defined back in Fig. 8-8. 
 
Using the contents of Table B-9, its pretty straightforward to invoke a set of IF-THEN statements, one for 
each of the 34 possible CT( ) element values. This way we can check for valid inputted CT( ) values as 
well as count the number of signals represented by the CT( ) values. First NSCNT, a counter for 
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calculating the number of signals, is initialized to 0 prior to setting up the FOR-NEXT loop to go through 
each of the SMINI’s 6 output ports. Then for each valid CT( ) element found, NSCNT is incremented by 
the number of signals the CT( ) element represents per Table B-9, followed by a branch to NEXTCT to 
check out the next port.  
 
For an invalid inputted CT( ) element, the program falls through all 34 IF-THEN statements resulting in 
an error message printout followed by setting INITERR to 1. Once all 6 loops are completed the value of 
NSCNT is compared to the inputted value of NS. If they are not equal, an error messages is printed and 
INITERR is set equal to 1.  
 
The above completes the unique checking of inputted data for the SMINI case, so the program branches 
to label INCHKCMP. 
 

Unique SUSIC/USIC Initialization Data Checking. The next section of code, beginning at the label 
CHKMAXI, begins the specific parameter checking for SUSIC and USIC nodes. The checking begins by 
making sure that the inputted value for NS is within its allowable range of 1 through 16, i.e. the number 
of I/O card sets of 4 that can be plugged into a node. If the inputted NS is outside this range, an error 
message is printed followed by setting INITERR to 1. 
 
The next check is to go through the CT(1) up through CT(NS) inputted values checking for valid entries, 
as well as counting the number of input and output cards represented by the inputted CT( ) elements. 
This is accomplished by embedding the data provided back in Table 12-3 into a set of IF-THEN 
statements much like used to check the CT( ) elements with SMINI. 
 
First the number of input and output card counters (I call them NICT and NOCT respectively) are 
initialized to 0. Then a FOR-NEXT loop is set up to increment from 1 to NS for checking the NS 
inputted CT( ) elements. Inside the loop are the 30 IF-THEN statements, i.e. one statement for each valid 
CT( ) element value, as taken directly from Table 12-3. 
 
However, there is an additional factor that must be properly accounted for in setting up this loop. We 
need to check that any inputted CT( ) element that corresponds to having blank cards within the set must 
be inputted as the last card set. Using the fact that the last card set is represented by the subscript value 
equal to NS, its pretty easy to limit accepting CT( ) elements with blank cards to the loop case when NS 
= 1 as indicated by the corresponding statement coding in Fig. B-5. 
 
Each time a valid CT( ) element is found within the loop, NOCT and/or NICT are incremented by the 
number of corresponding cards represented by the CT( ) element value, followed by a branch to 
increment to check the next CT( ) element, i.e. at NEXTCTU. If the program falls through all the checks 
without the CT( ) element being valid, an error message is printed and INITERR is set equal to 1. 
 
Once the loop is completed NS times we have checked all the inputted CT( ) elements and the 
represented number of input and output cards are contained in NICT and NOCT respectively. To convert 
these counts into the number of input and output ports we need to multiply the counts by 3 for nodes 
using 24-bit cards (NDP$ = “N”) and by 4 for nodes using 32-bit cards (NDP$ = “X”). This is easily 
accomplished using the two statements: 
 
      IF NDP$ = "N" THEN NOCT = NOCT * 3: NICT = NICT * 3 

      IF NDP$ = "X" THEN NOCT = NOCT * 4: NICT = NICT * 4 

 
These statements convert the variables NOCT and NICT from being card counts to being port counts. 
Basically the NOCT = NOCT * 3 expression executes by taking the numeric valued stored in the memory 
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location used for storing variable NOCT and multiplies it by 3 and then stores the result back into the 
memory location used for storing NOCT. This way the variable NOCT which stored the number of 
counted output cards now stores the number of counted output card ports. 
 
The last two checks compare the above I/O card port counts, based upon evaluating the CT( ) element 
values, to the directly inputted NI and NO number of ports. For any cases where NOCT doesn’t equal 
NO (i.e., NOCT < > NO) or NICT doesn’t equal NI (i.e., NICT < > NI) an error message is printed 
followed by setting INTERR equal to 1. 
 
That completes the checking of unique inputted initialization data for SUSIC and USIC nodes. 
 

Set Up UART in PC. PCs as well as the Microcontrollers used with the USIC, SUSIC and SMINI have a 
built-in component called a UART standing for Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter. It’s the 
UART that handles most of the details of sending and receiving serial data. For example when sending 
data from the PC to the C/MRI, it’s the UART that converts the parallel data on the PC’s data bus to 
serial. Likewise when the C/MRI sends back serial data, it’s the UART that receives the data at the PC 
and converts it from serial to parallel for placement of the PC’s data bus. An 8250 UART is used with the 
original IBM PC and many of its follow-on compatibles 
 
To maintain compatibility, each newly developed UART continues to emulate the original 8250 design, 
though the newer UARTs (including the 16450, 16550 and 16750) provide enhancements like added 
buffering and higher speed. The 8250 is limited to 115,200 baud, however because of the different ways 
many PCs employ the UART, only lower rates are usable on many machines.  
 
Each serial port in a PC reserves a set of port addresses, as defined back in Table B-8. When the Serial 
Protocol Subroutines reads and writes to one of the PC’s serial communication ports, it uses the port’s 
starting, or base, address (PA) as defined in the rightmost column in Table B-8. When we need to 
initialize such UART parameters as baud rate, number of data bits, number of stop bits and no parity 
checking, we need to be able to write to the other addresses associated with a port. This is accomplished 
by using offsets to the base address like PA + 1, or PA + 3. In total, only 4 statements are required to set 
up the UART for C/MRI communications: 
 

OUT PA + 3, 128      

       OUT PA, BAUDLS      

       OUT PA + 1, 0        

       OUT PA + 3, 7       

 
These statements begin immediately after the label INCHKCMP, which is reached upon completion of 
the initialization parameter checking for the SMINI, USIC and SUSIC. 
     
The first statement OUT PA + 3, 128 turns on a special Divisor Latch Access Bit (DLAB at bit 7) in the 
UARTs Line Control Register (LCR) that provides access to setting the 2 baud rate latches (BAUDLS 
and BAUDMS) defined back in Fig. B-6. The BAUDLS latch is set using the statement OUT PA, 
BAUDLS. The BAUDMS latch, which equals 0 for our selected 9600 to 115200 baud range, is set using 
the statement OUT PA + 1, 0. Then the statement OUT PA + 3, 7 is used to initialize the UART for 8 
data bits and 2 stop bits, as well as turn off the divisor latch access bit. That completes setting up the 
PC’s UART. 
 
If more information is desired about UARTs and about serial communications in general, including 

details regarding both RS232 and RS485, I highly recommend the book Serial Port Complete by Jan 
Axelson (ISBN 0-9650819-2-3). 
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Transmitting Initialization Message to C/MRI Node. With the PC end initialized we need to set up 
and send the initialization message to the USIC, SUSIC or SMINI. Looking back at Table B-1, the 
initialization message format is: 
 
255, 255, STX, UA + 65, “I”, NDP, DL high-order byte, DL low-order byte, NS, CT(1) …CT(NS or 6), ETX 

 
Because the front end 4 bytes (i.e. the 255, 255, STX and UA + 65) are standard for every message and 
frequently referred to as the preamble, they are automatically provided by the TXPACK subroutine 
which we’ll invoke shortly. Also, TXPACK adds in the standard ETX message termination byte. Thus 
it’s advantageous to take advantage of the TXPACK subroutine when sending the initialization message, 
even though the primary function of TXPACK is transmitting data to C/MRI output ports. What we need 
to do to take advantage of the TXPACK capability, is to define the message type as “I” and then the bytes 
starting with the “NDP” and ending with the last CT( ) element are placed into their appropriate output 
byte, OB( ), locations.  
 
The Message Type (MT) variable is set up using the statement MT = ASC(“I”) where the ASC function 
simply does the ASCII table lookup for us by taking the decimal equivalent of the upper case letter I, 
which is a 73 and places it in the memory location used to store the variable MT. We could use the 
statement MT = 73 directly, but using the built-in ASC function makes the program easier to understand.  
 
The initialization parameters, “NDP” through the last CT( ) element, form the pure data portion of the 
message, so they need to be placed into the standard output byte array OB( ) elements prior to invoking 
TXBYTE. Thus, the first statement needs to be OB(1) = ASC(NDP$) which converts the ASCII 
representation for the node type, the “M”, “N” or “X”, to the required decimal equivalent (77, 78 or 88) 
and places it into OB(1). 
 
Next in line are the two USIC transmission delay (DL) bytes. Per Table B-1 the high-order byte (DLH) is 
sent first followed by the low-order byte (DLL). Without getting deep into the mathematics, the value of 
DL is reconstructed from its high- and low-order bytes using the relationship:  
 
  DL = (DLH x 256) + DLL 
 
Fundamentally you can think of dividing DL up into 2 concatenated bytes DLH and DLL. The DLH byte 
handles the portion of DL greater than 255 while the DLL byte handles the remainder. Thus multiplying 
the value stored in DLH by 256 (its LSB has a decimal value of 256) and adding this result to the decimal 
value stored in DLL equates to DL.  
 
Correspondingly, two statements needed to separate DL into its high- and low-order bytes with 
placement into OB(2) and OB(3) respectively are:  
 
     OB(2) = INT(DL / 256)       'Set USIC delay high order byte 

     OB(3) = DL - (OB(2) * 256)  'Set USIC delay low order byte 

 
The first statement divides DL by 256 using the forward-slash real division and then converting the real-
number result back to an integer using QuickBASIC’s built-in INTeger function. The result is the high-
order byte (DLH) which is then placed into OB(2). The low-order byte (DLL), to be placed into OB(3), is 
calculated by taking DL and subtracting the quantity of high-order byte times 256. This leaves the 
division remainder as the low-order byte. 
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Next, OB(4) is assigned the value NS, which is followed by the CT( ) array elements. Because these 
elements are different depending upon node type we test NDP$ and if NDP$ = “M” the program 
branches to the label INITSMINI for handling the SMINI case. If NDP$ is not equal to “M” the program 
continues directly to handle the USIC/SUSIC case, where we use a FOR-NEXT loop from 1 to NS to 
place each CT( ) element into successfully higher OB( ) locations.  For example CT(1) is placed into 
OB(5), CT(2) into OB(6), and so forth up to CT(NS) is placed into OB(NS + 4). This subscript shifting is 
achieved by initializing the Length of Message (LM) variable to 4 and then including the statement LM = 
LM + 1 inside the loop. Once the loop is completed, with I = NS, and LM = NS + 4, all the unique 
initialization bytes are set up so the program branches to the TXMSG label to transmit the message. 
 
For the SMINI case, beginning at label INITSMINI, we first test to see if we need to send any CT( ) 
elements. For the case where NS = 0, i.e. there are no 2-lead LED searchlight signals needing 
oscillations, so there are no CT( ) elements. Thus, the program branches directy to the TXMSG label to 
transmit the message. 
 
For the case where NS is greater than 0, CT( ) elements need to be loaded into the OB( ) array. This is 
accomplished by using another FOR-NEXT set up from 1 to 6, to pick up the 6 SMINI output ports. 
 
At the label TXMSG, the program executes a CALL TXPACK to send the message and then returns 
control to the CALLing program via the END SUB statement. That completes our discussion of the INIT 
subroutine! Things from here on are simpler. 
 
 

Inputs Subroutine – INPUTS 
 
The INPUTS subroutine is invoked by the user each time it’s desired to read all the C/MRI input ports 
from a given node. To accomplish this, INPUTS first sets up and transmits via TXPACK a poll-request, 
or "P", message to the C/MRI. This tells the addressed node to gather up the data from all its input ports 
and transmit it back to be received by the PC. Thus, after transmitting the “P” message, INPUTS goes 
into a continuous loop to read in the corresponding receive, or “R”, message containing the input port 
data from the addressed node. Fig. B-8 shows a listing of the INPUTS subroutine.  
 
The first two statements set up and transmit the poll-request message. Then, upon return from TXPACK, 
the program loops on reading input bytes using a call to RXBYTE. Upon each return from RXBYTE a 
check is made to determine if RXBYTE aborted reading inputs (i.e. INTRIES reached MAXTRIES) and 
if so INPUTS branches directly to INPUTRET to exit via the END SUB. 
 
For the general case when RXBYTE receives an input byte, denoted by ABORTIN = 0, the input byte is 
stored by RXBYTE in location INBYTE. The program then compares the value of INBYTE to decimal 
2, STX. If INBYTE doesn’t equal to STX, the program keeps looping by branching back to label 
GETSTX until an STX is received.  
 
Once an STX is received, a call is made to RXBYTE to pull in the next input byte, which should be the 
offset C/MRI node address, UA + 65. After performing the standard aborting input check, the 65 offset is 
removed and an IF-THEN statement checks to determine if the correct UA address was received. If not, 
the transmission is assumed to be garbled, an error message is printed and the program branches to label 
REPOL to re-poll the inputs.  
 
If the addresses do match, another CALL RXBYTE is executed to bring in the next input byte. This 
should be the message type sent by the addressed C/MRI node, a decimal 82 for "R."  If the byte is not an 
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82 the transmission is assumed to be garbled, an error message is printed and the program branches to 
label REPOL to re-poll the inputs.  
 
 
DEFINT A-Z 
SUB INPUTS 

  REM****************************************************** 

  REM**                ***INPUTS***                      ** 

  REM**************QB4.5 CALL VERSION********************** 

  REM** SUBROUTINE TO READ INPUT BYTES IB(1) THRU IB(NI) ** 

  REM**    for use with USIC, SUSIC and SMINI nodes      ** 

  REM****************************************************** 

  REM**TRANSMIT POLL REQUEST TO INITIATE RECEIVING DATA BACK FROM... 

                     '...INTERFACE HARDWARE 

REPOL: 

      MT = ASC("P")  'Define message type as poll request "P" (decimal 80) 

      CALL TXPACK    'Invoke transmit packet subroutine to transmit... 

                     '  ...poll request message to external hardware 

 

  REM**LOOP ON RECEIVING INPUT BYTES UNTIL RECEIVE A Start-of-Text (STX) 

GETSTX: 

     CALL RXBYTE                       'Receive input byte 

     IF ABORTIN = 1 THEN GOTO INPUTRET 

     IF INBYTE <> 2 THEN GOTO GETSTX   'input byte not STX so branch... 

                                       '...back to read another byte 

 

  REM**RECEIVED STX SO READ NEXT BYTE AND SEE IF RETURNED DATA IS... 

                      '...COMING FROM THE CORRECT USIC ADDRESS 

     CALL RXBYTE      'Receive input byte which should be USIC address   

     IF ABORTIN = 1 THEN GOTO INPUTRET 

     INBYTE = INBYTE - 65 'Subtract offset of 65 from address and... 

                          '...check that matches node that was polled 

     IF INBYTE <> UA THEN PRINT "ERROR; Received bad UA = "; IB: GOTO REPOL 

 

  REM**CORRECT UA IS REPLYING BACK TO PC SO CHECK IF "R" MESSAGE 

     CALL RXBYTE          'Receive input byte which shoud be "R" (decimal 82) 

     IF ABORTIN = 1 THEN GOTO INPUTRET 

     IF INBYTE <> 82 THEN PRINT "Error received not = R for UA = "; UA: GOTO REPOL 

 

  REM**MESSAGE IS "R" SO LOOP THROUGH READING INPUTS FROM INPUT PORTS... 

                          '...ON INTERFACE HARDWARE 

     FOR I = 1 TO NI    'Loop through number of input ports 

        CALL RXBYTE     'Receive input byte 

        IF ABORTIN = 1 THEN GOTO INPUTRET 

    IF INBYTE = 2 THEN PRINT "ERROR: No DLE ahead of 2 for UA = "; UA: GOTO REPOL 

    IF INBYTE = 3 THEN PRINT "ERROR: No DLE ahead of 3 for UA = "; UA: GOTO REPOL 

        IF INBYTE = 16 THEN CALL RXBYTE    'DLE so read next byte and... 

        IB(I) = INBYTE                     '...store as valid input byte 

     NEXT I 

 

  REM**RECEIVED ALL NI INPUT BYTES SO CHECK FOR End-of-Text (ETX = 3) 

     GOSUB RXBYTE     'Receive input byte which should be ETX 

     IF ABORTIN = 1 THEN GOTO INPUTRET 

     IF INBYTE <> 3 THEN PRINT "ERROR: ETX NOT PROPERLY RECEIVED FOR UA = "; UA 

 

INPUTRET:       'Receive message complete so execute return 

                'Note: if aborted inputs then ABORTIN = 1 else = 0 

END SUB 

 
 

Fig. B-8. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of INPUTS subroutine  
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For the general case when RXBYTE receives an input byte, denoted by ABORTIN = 0, the input byte is 
stored by RXBYTE in location INBYTE. The program then checks to determine if the byte read in is a 
decimal 2, STX, or a decimal 3, ETX. If so, it means that there is no DLE ahead of the 2 or 3 and the 
transmission is assumed to be garbled or out of synchronization. Thus, the program prints an error 
message and branches back to label REPOL to re-poll the inputs. 
 
If INBYTE is not a 2 or 3, then the program checks to see if it is a 16, a DLE. If it is not a 16 the program 
places the INBYTE value into its proper array position IB(I). If INBYTE is a 16, the program effectively 
skips that byte and invokes another CALL RXBYTE to read in the next INBYTE, i.e., the actual data 
byte following the data-link-escape character. This second read INBYTE is then stored into its proper 
array position IB(I). This overall looping to read in INBYTEs is repeated with incremented values of I up 
to the point where all NI input ports are processed. 
 
Then, with all the IB(1) through IB(NI) values updated, RXBYTE is called to read in one last byte which 
should be the ETX, decimal 3. Following the standard check for aborting inputs, a check is made to 
verify that the byte read is indeed an ETX. If not the expected ETX then an error message is printed prior 
to having INPUTS return control to the CALLing program via the END SUB statement. That’s all there 
is to understanding the INPUTS subroutine. 
 
 

Outputs Subroutine – OUTPUTS 
 
The OUTPUTS subroutine is invoked by the use each time it’s desired to send outputs to all the C/MRI 
ports within a given node. It is the simplest of all the Serial Protocol Subroutines. It simply defines the 
Message Type variable equal to the decimal equivalent of “T”, decimal 84, and the Length of Message 
(LM) variable which equals the number of output ports (NO). With this definition complete and the 
Output Byte array OB( ) established by the application program, then OUTPUTS invokes the TXPACK 
subroutine to fill out the rest of the “T” message format and send it onward to the C/MRI node. Fig. B-9 
is a listing of the OUTPUTS subroutine.  
 
 
DEFINT A-Z 

SUB OUTPUTS 

  REM******************************************************** 

  REM**                ***OUTPUTS***                       ** 

  REM******************QB4.5 CALL VERSION******************** 

  REM** SUBROUTINE TO WRITE OUTPUT BYTES OB(1) THRU OB(NO) ** 

  REM**     for use with USIC, SUSIC and SMINI nodes       ** 

  REM******************************************************** 

  REM**TRANSMIT DATA FROM PC TO OUTPUT PORTS ON INTERFACE HARDWARE 

     MT = ASC("T")  'Define message type = "T" (decimal 84) 

     LM = NO        'Define message length as number of output ports 

     CALL TXPACK    'Invoke transmit packet subroutine 

                    'Transmit message complete so return to calling program 

END SUB 

 

Fig. B-9. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of OUTPUTS subroutine  
 
 
Once program flow returns from TXPACK, the transmit message is complete so the OUTPUTS 
subroutine returns control back to the CALLing program via the END SUB.  
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Receive Byte Subroutine – RXBYTE 
 
RXBYTE is a utility subroutine that receives a single Input Byte, INBYTE, as being transmitted back 
from the addressed C/MRI node to the PC’s serial port. It’s a separate subroutine because it’s used 
repetitively by INPUTS. Fig. B-10 is a listing of the RXBYTE subroutine.  
 
The first executable statement initializes a variable called INTRIES to count the number of times 
RXBYTE loops to read inputs, before deciding to abort. This is done to avoid the PC hanging up in an 
infinite loop waiting for the SMINI, SUSIC or USIC to reply when it’s not replying. The second 
executable statement initializes the aborting reading input flag (ABORTIN) to 0. Following these 
initializations, the RXBYTE subroutine goes into a loop, starting at the label INLOOP, to receive an 
input byte. The first two statements inside the loop create a check to see if the computer’s I/O port 
connected to the C/MRI is experiencing overrun errors. Such errors would occur, for example, if the 
C/MRI is sending data back to the PC faster than it can be processed. 
 
Overrun checking is accomplished by examining the contents of the UART’s  Line Status Register, LSR, 
located at PA + 5. This register lets a program determine the status of the port's I/O lines at a given 
moment. For example, the UART sets bit 1 of LSR high if experiencing overrun errors otherwise it’s a 0. 
The statement LSR = INP(PA + 5) inputs the value of the line status register. An AND operation with 
decimal 2 (binary 00000010) is used to mask off all but bit 1 of the LSR. This way the content of the 
quantity denoted by (LSR AND 2) equals 0 if bit 1 of the LSR is zero and equals 1 if bit 1 of the LSR is 
1.  
 
For the general case when bit 1 is 0, i.e. no overrun has occurred, the program proceeds directly to 
increment the number of input tries loop counter, INTRIES. Directly after incrementing INTRIES a 
check is made to determine if INTRIES has reached the maximum allowable number of tries before 
aborting trying to read inputs. This test is important to avoid possible system lockups where the PC is 
looping waiting for inputs and the C/MRI node isn’t sending back inputs to the PC because it’s also 
sitting there waiting for inputs from the PC. This undesired looping-state is broken when the number of 
input tries reaches the value MAXTRIES. If and when this ever happens, the aborting inputs flag is set to 
1, the INTRIES counter is reinitialized to 0, a corresponding error message is printed, the input byte is 
defaulted to a value of 0 and the program branches to label RXRET to exit the subroutine via the END 
SUB statement. 
 
Assuming the general case where the INTRIES counter hasn’t reached MAXTRIES, the IF-THEN-END-
IF statement block is skipped over and the program again looks at the Line Status Register at PA + 5, this 
time to see if an input byte has been properly accumulated from the PC’s serial communication port and 
if it’s ready to be placed on the computer’s parallel data bus. This is accomplished by examining LSR bit 
0, the data ready bit. The UART sets it to 1 if data is received and ready otherwise it’s a 0. The statement 
LSR = INP(PA + 5) inputs the value of the line status register. An AND operation with decimal 1 (binary 
00000001) is used to mask off all but bit 0 of the LSR. This way the content of the quantity denoted by 
(LSR AND 1) equals 0 if bit 0 of the LSR is zero and equals 1 if bit 0 of the LSR is 1.  
 
For the case when bit 1 is a 0, input data isn't available, so the program loops back to INLOOP. With 
correct operation this loop keeps functioning until the LSR bit 0 becomes a 1, showing that data is 
available, the program falls through the IF-THEN statement to input the data from the UART and place it 
into the variable INBYTE using the statement INBYTE = INP(PA). 
 
At this point I’ve included an optional PRINT INBYTE statement. It’s remarked out using an apostrophe 
so that it’s skipped over during normal operation. However during debugging it’s sometimes handy to 
print the string of bytes that’s actually being received back at the PC from the C/MRI hardware. To do 
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so, simply temporarily remove the apostrophe. However, please heed the note in the program concerning 
invoking this PRINT statement. If variable DL isn’t significantly increased when activating this PRINT 
line, then PC overrun errors are very likely to occur.  
 
 
DEFINT A-Z 
SUB RXBYTE 

  REM************************************************ 

  REM**               ***RXBYTE***                 ** 

  REM*************QB4.5 CALL VERSION***************** 

  REM** SUBROUTINE TO RECEIVE BYTE AT PC FROM NODE ** 

  REM**  for use with USIC, SUSIC and SMINI nodes  ** 

  REM************************************************ 

  REM**Note: Reference page 41 of Serial Port Complete book for... 

  REM**...more detailed definition and usage of line control... 

  REM**...register (LCR) and line status register (LSR) as... 

  REM**...applicable to standard 8250, 15450 and 16550 UARTs. 

 

  REM**INITIALIZE INPUT TRIES COUNTER AND ABORTING INPUT FLAG 

     INTRIES = 0  'Initialize input tries counter to 0 

     ABORTIN = 0  'Initialize aborting input flag to 0 

 

  REM**SET UP A MAJOR LOOP STARTING AT INLOOP FOR PC TO RECEIVE AN... 

              '...INPUT BYTE FROM THE INTERFACE HARDWARE 

  REM**START LOOP BY CHECKING FOR PC OVERRUN ERROR 

INLOOP: 

     LSR = INP(PA + 5)         'Read UART's line status register (LSR)... 

     IF (LSR AND 2) <> 0 THEN  '...and if bit 1 set, PC has overrun... 

                               '...error, so print error message 

       PRINT "PC overrun at node = "; UA; "line status register = "; LSR 

     END IF 

 

  REM**CHECK IF INPUT TRIES EXCEED MAXIMUM ALLOWED 

     INTRIES = INTRIES + 1       'Increment input tries counter 

     IF INTRIES > MAXTRIES THEN  'If counter exceeds maximum tries... 

                                 '    ...then abort reading inputs 

       ABORTIN = 1:  INTRIES = 0  

       PRINT "INPUT TRIES EXCEEDED = "; MAXTRIES; "  NODE = "; UA; "ABORTING INPUT" 

       INBYTE = 0   'Aborted input so set input byte value to 0... 

       GOTO RXRET   '...and branch to receive input byte return 

     END IF 

 

  REM**READING INPUTS NOT ABORTED SO CHECK PC LINE STATUS REGISTER... 

                         '...TO SEE IF INPUT BUFFER IS LOADED 

     LSR = INP(PA + 5)   'Read UART's line status register (LSR) and... 

     IF (LSR AND 1) = 0 THEN GOTO INLOOP  '...if input buffer not... 

                           '...yet loaded (bit 0 in LSR is clear)... 

                           '...then branch back to beginning of... 

                           '...input loop to try read again 

 

  REM**PC SERIAL INPUT BUFFER IS LOADED SO RECEIVED INPUT BYTE 

     INBYTE = INP(PA)  'Transfer received input byte available from COM... 

                       '...port address (PA) to input byte working register 

 

     'PRINT INBYTE   '!!!!Optional printout of input byte for test and debug 

                     'Note: Invoking this print slows PC... 

                     '...significantly so will most likely need... 

                     '...to significantly increase USIC delay (DL) 

 

RXRET:    'Received byte complete so return to calling program 

END SUB 

 

Fig. B-10. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of RXBYTE utility subroutine  
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With INBYTE defined, the RXBYTE subroutine returns control to the CALLing program via the END 
SUB statement. That’s all there is to understanding the RXBYTE subroutine.  
 
 

Transmit Packet Subroutine – TXPACK 
 
TXPACK is a utility subroutine that assembles the entire string of bytes that need to be transmitted and 
then transmits them out to the C/MRI. It's a separate subroutine because it is used by the INIT, INPUTS 
and OUTPUTS subroutines. The string of bytes to be transmitted, in sequence order, is set up in an array 
referred to as the Transmit Buffer or TB( ) array. The effective length of this array varies dependent upon 
the type of node, its configuration, the particular message that’s being transmitted and the number of 
DLEs that need to be inserted. 
 
The basic format of the Transmit-Data message, as defined back in Table B-1, is repeated here as: 
 
255, 255, STX, UA + 65, “T”, OB(1), OB(2), OB(3), OB(4), OB(5), OB(6), ………, OB(NO), ETX 

 
Although the “T” message format is primarily set up, per the above, to handle sending data out to the 
C/MRI’s output ports, with minor variation it actually has 3 different applications: 
 

1. When TXPACK is invoked by the OUTPUTS subroutine, the Output Byte array elements are 
filled with the data to be transmitted to the C/MRI’s output ports. 

 
2. When TXPACK is invoked by the INIT subroutine, the “T” is changed to an “I” and the OB( ) 

array is filled with the initialization parameters NDP, DL high-order byte, DL low-order byte, NS 
and appropriate CT( ) array elements.  

 
3. When TXPACK is invoked by the INPUTS subroutine its function is to send out the poll-request, 

or “P” message, whereby the “T” is changed to a “P” which is then followed directly by the 
ETX. That is, there are no OB( ) array elements for the poll-request message. 

 
Independent of the actual TXPACK application, the actual bytes to be transmitted are aligned into the 
Transmit Buffer array, TB( ), followed by their actual transmission to the C/MRI. Fig. B-7 is a listing of 
the TXPACK subroutine.  
 
Setting up the first five TB( ) array elements is pretty straightforward, starting with the TB(1) = 255 up 
through the TB(5) = MT, for message type. At this point a new variable, TP, standing for Transmit buffer 
Pointer, is set equal to 6 – the next available position in the TB( ) array. Then the program checks to see 
if the message type is a "P" or poll-request, decimal 80. If it is, then all necessary data is in the buffer 
except for the ETX (decimal 3), which is then added by the branch to ENDMSG. If the message is not a 
poll-request, that it is either a "T" or an "I",  the program falls through the IF-THEN statement to begin 
inserting the OB( ) array elements into the TB( ) array.  
 
This involves making TB(6) = OB(1), TB(7) = OB(2), TB(8) = OB(3) and so forth. This is accomplished 
by setting up a FOR-NEXT loop to run from 1 to LM, the length of the message which equals the number 
of output bytes. Now, if it weren’t for DLE processing requirements, we would only need two statements 
inside the loop; a TB(TP) = OB(I) followed by incrementing TP via the statement TP = TP + 1. However, 
to include the required DLE processing, each time we find an OB(I) equal to a 2, 3 or 16 we need to 
insert a DLE character, a 16, into the TB( ) array, then increment TP and then insert the OB(I) value.  
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Once the loop is completed, TP remains set to the next available buffer position so the ETX, a decimal 3, 
can be added using the statement TB(TP) = 3. 
 
 
DEFINT A-Z 

SUB TXPACK 

  REM*************************************************** 

  REM**                ***TXPACK***                   ** 

  REM**************QB4.5 CALL VERSION******************* 

  REM** SUBROUTINE TO TRANSMIT PACKET FROM PC TO NODE ** 

  REM**   for use with USIC, SUSIC and SMINI nodes    ** 

  REM*************************************************** 

  REM**FORM PACKET TO SEND TO USIC, SUSIC OR SMINI 

     TB(1) = 255              'Set 1st start byte to all 1's 

     TB(2) = 255              'Set 2nd start byte to all 1's 

     TB(3) = 2                'Define start-of-text (STX = 2) 

     TB(4) = UA + 65          'Add 65 offset to USIC address 

     TB(5) = MT               'Define message type 

     TP = 6                   'Define next position for transmit pointer 

     IF MT = 80 THEN GOTO ENDMSG   'Poll request so branch to end message 

 

  REM**LOOP TO SET UP OUTPUT DATA IN TRANSMIT BUFFER INCLUDING THE... 

          '...ADDING IN OF DLE BYTES WHERE NEEDED 

     FOR I = 1 TO LM    'Loop to set up output data... 

                        '...including DLE processing 

        IF OB(I) = 2 THEN TB(TP) = 16: TP = TP + 1: GOTO DATABYT 

        IF OB(I) = 3 THEN TB(TP) = 16: TP = TP + 1: GOTO DATABYT 

        IF OB(I) = 16 THEN TB(TP) = 16: TP = TP + 1 

DATABYT: 

        TB(TP) = OB(I)      'Move actual data byte to transmit buffer 

        TP = TP + 1         'Increment pointer to next byte position 

     NEXT I 

 

  REM**END MESSAGE FORMULATION WITH End-of-text 

ENDMSG: 

     TB(TP) = 3  'Add end-of-text (ETX = 3) 

 

  REM**TRANSMIT PACKET TO USIC, SUSIC OR SMINI 

     FOR I = 1 TO TP       'Loop through transmit buffer to transmit 

 

EMTY:   LSR = INP(PA + 5)      'Read UART's line status register (LSR) and... 

        IF (LSR AND 32) = 0 THEN GOTO EMTY  '...if transmit holding... 

                               '...register is full (bit 5 in LSR is clear)... 

                               '...then branch back to wait for register to empty 

        OUT PA, TB(I)  'Transmit holding register is empty so can... 

                       'transmit byte out the serial port PA 

          

        'PRINT TB(I);  '!!!!Optional printout of transmitted byte for... 

                       '...test and debug. Note: Invoking this print... 

                       '...slows PC significantly so will most likely... 

                       '...need to significantly increase USIC delay (DL) 

                       '...between each byte 

     NEXT I    'Increment to pick up next output byte 

               'Transmission of output byte is complete so execute return                

END SUB 

 
 

Fig. B-7. Listing of the QuickBASIC CALL version of TXPACK subroutine  
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In all cases, as soon as the ETX is added to the formulated message packet in the Transmit Buffer, it’s 
time to transmit the message. This is accomplished by executing a FOR-NEXT loop from 1 to TP. The 
first statement in this loop checks to see if the computer’s serial communications port connected to the 
C/MRI is free to transmit a byte. If ready to transmit a byte the UART sets bit 5, called the transmit 
buffer empty bit, in its Line Status Register (LSR) located at PA +5. An AND operation with 32 (binary 
00100000) is used to mask off all but bit 5 of the LSR. This way the content of the quantity denoted by 
(LSR AND 32) equals 0 if bit 5 of the LSR is zero and equals 1 if bit 5 of the LSR is 1.  
 
For the case when bit 5 equals 0, the UART’s transmit holding register isn’t ready to receive a byte to be 
transmitted so the program loops back to the label EMTY to keep looping until the UART becomes 
available. 
 
When bit 5 equals 1, denoting that the UART is ready to accept a parallel data byte for transmission over 
the serial port, the program falls through the IF statement to execute the statement OUT PA, TB(I). This 
loads the byte to be transmitted, TB(I) into the transmit holding register from where the UART sends the 
byte out over the serial transmission line to the C/MRI hardware. 
 
At this point I’ve included an optional PRINT TB(I) statement. It’s remarked out using an apostrophe so 
that it’s skipped over during normal operation. However during debugging it’s sometimes handy to be 
able to print the string of bytes that’s actually being transmitted from the PC to the C/MRI hardware. To 
do so, simply temporarily remove the apostrophe.  
 
Once the FOR-NEXT loop is completed, all bytes TB(1) up through TB(TP) have been transmitted, so 
TXPACK returns control to the CALLing program via the END SUB. That’s all there is to understanding 
the TXPACK subroutine which completes our walk through each of the 5 Serial Protocol Subroutines. 
 
 

USING PREVIOUS VERSIONS OF SERIAL PROTOCOL SUBROUTINES 
 

Over the years I’ve published several different versions of the Serial Protocol Subroutines. These 
include: 
 

1. Fig. 5 on page 90 in the July 1986 Model Railroader 

2. Fig. 7-5 on page 132 of the Build Your Own Universal Computer Interface – First Edition 

book published by TAB 

3. Fig. 10-5 on page 194 of the Build Your Own Universal Computer Interface – Second 

Edition book published by McGraw-Hill (with correction noted in Table 8-3 on page 8-24 of the 

Railroader’s C/MRI Applications Handbook) 

4. Fig. 8-5 on page 8-7 of the C/MRI User’s Manual (all versions prior to V3.0) 
5. USICPROQ.BAS file included on the disk supplied with the Second Edition book and the User’s 

Manuals prior to V3.0 (with correction noted in Table 8-3 on page 8-24 of the Railroader’s 

C/MRI Applications Handbook) 
 
Copies 1 through 4 are identical, or nearly identical. Copy 5 includes enhancements such as counting the 
number of input tries before aborting reading inputs and some additional error message printouts. If you 
are using one of these versions, or a variation thereof, you can continue to use what you are using, 
without alteration, with the Classic USIC. You can also use all the previous protocol versions, without 
alterations, with the SUSIC as long as you’re only using 24-bit I/O cards (CIN24, COUT24, DIN and 
DOUT). 
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However, to use the new SMINI and the SUSIC with 32-bit I/O cards (DIN32 and DOUT32) you’ll either 
have to modify your version of the Serial Protocol Subroutines or convert over to using the new Serial 

Protocol Subroutines provided with the C/MRI User’s Manual V3.0. Modifying the previously provided 
subroutines can get a bit tricky and in general isn’t recommended. As explained in the next section, it’s 
relatively straightforward to upgrade existing programs to use the new Serial Protocol Subroutines.  
 
 

UPGRADING EXISTING PROGRAMS TO USE NEW PROTOCOL SUBROUTINES 
 
Use the following steps as a guide to upgrade an existing C/MRI applications program to use the GOSUB 
version of new protocol subroutines: 
 

1. Change GOSUB 1810 (or GOSUB N1810) to GOSUB INIT 
2. Change GOSUB 1010 (or GOSUB N1010) to GOSUB INPUTS 
3. Change GOSUB 810 (or GOSUB N810) to GOSUB OUTPUTS 
4. If using PA = 1016 statement replace with COMPORT = 1 

                 If using PA = 760 statement replace with COMPORT = 2 
                 If using PA = 1000 statement replace with COMPORT = 3 
                 If using PA = 744 statement replace with COMPORT = 4 

5. Add in NDP$ = “N” statement prior to GOSUB INIT 
6. Add in MAXTRIES = 10000 statement prior to GOSUB INIT 
7. Delete the previous Serial Protocol Subroutines and replace with version SPSQBG.BAS 

provided on the disk enclosed with this manual. 
 
That’s all there is making an upgrade to use the GOSUB version of the new Serial Protocol Subroutines. 
To make an application program upgrade to use the new CALL version: 
 

1. Change GOSUB 1810 (or GOSUB N1810) to CALL INIT 
2. Change GOSUB 1010 (or GOSUB N1010) to CALL INPUTS 
3. Change GOSUB 810 (or GOSUB N810) to CALL OUTPUTS 
4. If using PA = 1016 statement replace with COMPORT = 1 

If using PA = 760 statement replace with COMPORT = 2 
If using PA = 1000 statement replace with COMPORT = 3 
If using PA = 744 statement replace with COMPORT = 4 

5. Add in NDP$ = “N” statement prior to CALL INIT 
6. Add in MAXTRIES = 10000 statement prior to CALL INIT 
7. Delete the previous Serial Protocol Subroutines and replace with version SPSQBC.BAS provided 

on the disk enclosed with this manual. 
8. Add the following statements at the very beginning of your program: 
            DECLARE SUB INIT ( ) 
            DECLARE SUB INPUTS ( ) 
            DECLARE SUB OUTPUTS ( ) 
            DECLARE SUB RXBYTE ( ) 
            DECLARE SUB TXPACK ( ) 
9. Add the statements defined in Fig. 13-4 at the top of your initialization section 
10. Delete the OB( ), IB( ), CT( ) and TB( ) arrays from your regular DIM statements 

 
By following either one of the above procedures, you have your Classic USIC-based C/MRI application 
program upgraded to make use of the new and improved Serial Protocol Subroutines. 


